
MARKING CRITERIA
MML YEAR ABROAD DISSERTATIONS

Please note: Examiners should not deduct marks for a choice of topic. All topics/titles have been approved by
relevant Heads of Department.

Examiners are reminded to make use of the full range of marks

There are only four hours of supervision allowed for this examination as opposed to eight for a regular scheduled
paper.

Examiners should give due recognition to originality and the difficulties posed by topics where there are few scholarly
resources available.

Mark Class Keyword Content/ Argumentation Research/ Presentation Subdivision

80-85 I*

Dist.

OUTSTANDING
The dissertation represents

either a new approach to a

topic or a very thorough

overview of traditional

arguments that have been

evaluated critically, leading to

a clear and strong conclusion.

The argument underlying the

dissertation is sophisticated

and challenging, enunciated in

a clear and individual voice.

The dissertation could serve as
the basis of a proposal for
future graduate work.

Extensive background

research is supplemented

with thorough critical and

analytical assessment of

the major contributions;

primary and secondary

source materials are

handled with dexterity

and critical acumen;

presentation and

referencing are

immaculate.

75-79

70-74

I

EXCELLENT

VERY GOOD

Demonstrates comprehensive

knowledge of the topic in its

broader context; is very well

structured with clear

expression and judicious

illustration. The argument

represents an interpretive and

considered approach to the

question, not excessively

reliant on secondary sources.

Demonstrates extensive

use of available research

resources. Primary and

secondary sources are

handled judiciously and

analyzed. Polished

presentation and

referencing.

75-79: Shows

unquestioned mastery

of the topic and

confidence in the

exposition.

70-74: Consistently

well-crafted,

independent and

enterprising.

60-69 II.1 GOOD

A good, sound argument

containing competent

discussion of the topic while

demonstrating good overall

knowledge of the field. The

dissertation should show signs

of clarity and organization

with appropriate selection of

material, though it might not

go much beyond standard

interpretations.

Competent use has been

made of available

research resources.

Account is taken of

secondary sources,

although perhaps not

uniformly or

exhaustively.

Presentation and
referencing are good.

65-69: Cogent and

resourceful

arguments.

60-64: Keeps to a fairly
routine but valid set of
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